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Examples of Key ElementsExamples of Key Elementsp yp y
Courage

Confidence

CompatibilityCompatibility

Consistencyy

Collaboration

Colleagues

Commitment



CourageCouragegg
The ability to confront The ability to confront fearfear, , painpain, , riskrisk, , 
uncertaintyuncertainty, or , or intimidationintimidation..yy

Components:Components:
BraveryBraveryBraveryBravery
WillWill
FortitudeFortitude

Physical CouragePhysical Courage: the ability to confront physical : the ability to confront physical 
pain, hardship, or threat of death.pain, hardship, or threat of death.p , p,p , p,

Moral CourageMoral Courage: the ability to maintain composure : the ability to maintain composure 
when faced withwhen faced with oppositionopposition oror discouragementdiscouragementwhen faced with when faced with oppositionopposition or or discouragementdiscouragement..



ConfidenceConfidence
A state of A state of being certainbeing certain either that a either that a 
h th i di ti i t th th th i di ti i t th thypothesis or prediction is correct or that a hypothesis or prediction is correct or that a 
chosen course of action is the best or most chosen course of action is the best or most 
effectiveeffectiveeffective. effective. 

Avoid Avoid ArroganceArrogance &/or &/or OverconfidenceOverconfidence
A hypothesis or prediction can only be judged A hypothesis or prediction can only be judged 
after the aim has been achieved or not.after the aim has been achieved or not.

Accept the myriad consequencesAccept the myriad consequences



CompatibilityCompatibilityCompatibilityCompatibility
Orderly, efficient integration and operation Orderly, efficient integration and operation y, g py, g p
with other elements in a system with with other elements in a system with littlelittle
modification or conversionmodification or conversion..

Interpersonal CompatibilityInterpersonal Compatibility: refers to the ease : refers to the ease 

i tii tiand comfort of and comfort of communicationcommunication
between two or more individuals.between two or more individuals.



ConsistencyConsistencyyy
The ability to be The ability to be asserted togetherasserted together without without yy gg
contradiction.contradiction.

ffHarmony of conduct or practice with Harmony of conduct or practice with 
professionprofession..



CollaborationCollaboration
A A recursiverecursive process where two or more people process where two or more people 
or organizations work together in anor organizations work together in anor organizations work together in an or organizations work together in an 
intersection of intersection of common goalscommon goals..

AdvantagesAdvantages::
Share knowledge, learning and building Share knowledge, learning and building 
consensusconsensusconsensus. consensus. 
Obtain greater resources, recognition, and Obtain greater resources, recognition, and 
reward when facing competition for finite reward when facing competition for finite 
resources.resources.



ColleaguesColleaguesgg
Those explicitly united in a Those explicitly united in a commoncommon purposepurposep yp y p pp p
and and respectingrespecting each other's abilities to work each other's abilities to work 
toward that purpose.toward that purpose.

Connotation of respect for one another's commitment Connotation of respect for one another's commitment 
to the common purpose and ability to work toward it.to the common purpose and ability to work toward it.p p yp p y



CommitmentCommitment
Duty or pledge to something or someone.Duty or pledge to something or someone.

Personal CommitmentPersonal Commitment: dominated by obligations. : dominated by obligations. 
mutual, selfmutual, self--imposed, or explicitly statedimposed, or explicitly stated

BrandBrand CommitmentCommitment: refers to the strength of the : refers to the strength of the 
relationship between consumers and a particular relationship between consumers and a particular 
service. service. 



ConclusionConclusion
Developing a competitive research program Developing a competitive research program 
and securing tenure can be a daunting taskand securing tenure can be a daunting taskand securing tenure can be a daunting task and securing tenure can be a daunting task 
for a new faculty hire. There is no special for a new faculty hire. There is no special 
formula that suits all; however, the task may formula that suits all; however, the task may ; , y; , y
be less daunting if one considers several be less daunting if one considers several 
principles that are common among those principles that are common among those 
who have trudged down the path leading to who have trudged down the path leading to 
success. Practicing some or all of the seven success. Practicing some or all of the seven 
“C” may help a new faculty hire develop and“C” may help a new faculty hire develop andC  may help a new faculty hire develop and C  may help a new faculty hire develop and 
maintain a competitive research program maintain a competitive research program 
and attain tenure.and attain tenure.and attain tenure.and attain tenure.
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